Adrzej Frycz Modrzewski
Krakow University
Chancellor
Professor Klemens Budzowski , PhD

Very distinguished Chancellor, dear Professor Budzowski,

Please excuse the delay of my letter, for I’d like to share my best impressions and extraordinary benefits of our University of Nis Faculty of Economics with you personally, as well as with the members of your reputable University, on the occasion of the two week visit of our dear guest and the Faculty’s friend, professor Zbigniew Paszek.

Professor Paszek has arrived on the 9th of October and stayed up to 25 of October 2013, as a special guest and a visiting Professor at the Faculty of Economics University of Nis, on the invitation of the Dean of our Faculty, prof. Zoran Arandjelovic.

During his 16 days here in Nis, Professor Paszek has had a very busy and extensive schedule, planned with the goal of making the relationship of our partner Universities more profound and more intensive, for benefits of both our Institutions.

Besides his numerous meetings with the Dean, Vice Deans and Professors of our Faculty, professor Paszek has had many contacts with the students of our faculty as well as with the numerous members of academic and intellectual community of our town. The special meaning to the visit and stay of professor Paszek has given the fact that this year, our town, Nis, has celebrated 1700 years of Christianity and Constantin’s Edict of Milan, because of the fact that Constantin the Great was born in Nis.
During his stay in our town and at our Faculty professor Paszek has given serious lectures, speeches and promotions for the students and professors of our faculty, as well as for some other professionals. His lectured indeed provoked a lot of interest.

Among the most important activities, I will mention the extremely useful lecture written in Serbia, for the doctoral students and the professors, under the title “Statistics as A Procedure of Developing the Results of the Scientific Research- Methodological Guidelines” („Statistika kao procedura obrade rezultata naučnih istraživanja“ (za studente)) on Octobar 15th 2013 at the Faculty of Economics of Nis.

On occasion of Celebration of the Day of the Faculty of Economics, on 17th of October, professor Paszek has given a speech in Serbian just after the welcoming speech of the Dean and of the Major of Nis. The Dean of the Faculty has given him the special Award of Constantin’s gold medal for the biggest achievements in developing the colaboration of our Universities as well as among the Serbian and Polish nations.

In the International Scientific Conference, held on 18th of October at the Faculty of Economics, professor Pasek has made a lecture in Serbian and in English in plenar session under the title "Research Cooperation between Poland and Serbia for Business" („Istraživačka saradnja izmedju Poljske i Srbije u oblasti biznisa)."

On October 21st professor Paszek, along with the mag. Vesna Milovanovic from Faculty for Tourism and Hotel Management in the University of Kragujevac, has given a lecture for students at the
the Faculty of Economics under the title “How to Study in Krakow - Adrzej Frycz Modrzewski Krakow University”.

On October 22nd at the Faculty of Economics in Nis, there was organized a special promotion of the book „Krakow-Royal City“ authors Z. Paszek and P. Jovanovic Gavrilovic, in front of more than 60 professors, students and other intellectuals from Nis and many visitors from Belgrade. The speeches about the book were made by prof. M. Milojevic, PhD (Institut for Economics – Belgrade), prof. T. Milenkovic-Kerkovic, PhD (Faculty of Economics-Nis), prof. K. Dencic/Mihajlov, PhD (Faculty of Economics-Nis) and mag. V. Milovanovic (Faculty for Tourism and Hotel Management University of Kragujevac). The promotion was extremely well accepted from the public and was truly a promotion symbolizing the friendship of our nations and cultural monuments of the Krakow.

The stay of professor Paszek was present in all public media in Nis, in daily news-paper “Narodne novine” where prof. Paszek have gave an interview, in the numerous TV station in Nis, as well as the other institutions in cultural and economic life of Nis, such as Rotary Club, City Library, companies (factoring, pharmaceuticals) etc.

There are some parts of this promotion in public media.
It was truly an honor to inform you of many benefits which visit of prof. Paszek has made in the life of our Faculty as well as its significance for the future cooperation of our Institutions.

I hope that this will be a new impulse for the closer and more fruitful cooperation in the future, like in the fields of students exchange, teaching activities exchange and cooperation at the field of research activities.

Prof. Budziowski, please take warm regards from our management, especially the Dean of the Faculty prof. Zoran Arandjelovic and wishes for even more intensive cooperation in the future.

Sincerely yours

In Nis, 14.th of November 2013.

Prof. Tamara Milenkovic Kerkovic, m.p.
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University of Nis